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 12 Snippets Latest news and updates from the beauty and wellness industry

 16 New openings Salons and spas that have been launched in the country

 18 Main interview Robert Kirby, Owner of Robert Kirby London Salons, has 
created a benchmark in the hairdressing industry with his innovative and 
creative approach. Also the UK Colour Ambassador for IdHair, Kirby prioritises 
education and juggles shoots, seminars, fashion weeks, and more

 28 Trend alert International Celebrity Hairstylist, Asgar Saboo and Celebrity 
Make-up Artist, Varssha Sugandh Tilokani decode the top hair and make-up 
trends from the Royal Wedding and red carpet events

 31 Role model Mumbai-based independent hairstylist, Anchal Morwani is kicking 
up quite a storm in the hair industry with her top notch skills. She is young, 
dynamic and raring to go with quite a fan base on Instagram

 36-54 In focus The Beauty and Wellness industry of India broadly caters to three 
sections – the youth, who wants to try out every service on the menu, the 
mid-segment of professionals, who know what they want and go for it, and a 
smaller, oft-ignored demographic of ‘baby boomers’ or simply put, those above 
55 years of age, who are aware, mature and moneyed, yet stick to the tried and 
tested. Salon India realises that while offering a bouquet of ‘trends’ is key, a 
paradigm shift in skilled, yet restrained, customer service should be the focus 
when addressing seniors, who make up much of the purchasing population

 59-69 Beauty Brand Ambassador, ColorBar, Shraddha Naik is well-known for her 
strong repertoire of having created an array of iconic make-up; BCL Spa 
shares a step-by-step guide on achieving revitalised hands and feet; Dr Shuba 
Dharmana, Dermatologist & Medical Director, Lejeune Medspa, Bangalore 
shares her views on top treatments for the under eye area; Top cleansers and 
product launches in skin care and make-up 

 70 Infl uencer The young and dynamic duo, Namya Patel and Maharsh Shah, 
has launched a distinctive women’s apparel platform called Enakshi. They 
share their views on the source of inspiration, future plans, and more 

 71-76 Spa focus Nestled in the lush rainforest of Singapore’s Sentosa Island, 
the Auriga Grand Spa at Capella Singapore lends a distinctive approach to 
wellness and beauty based on the cycles of the moon; Spa Manager, Explore 
Spa at Le Méridien, Mahabaleshwar, Zorem Siami, shares her views on 
wellness in India, brand USP and more; Packages and offers by spas

 78 Celeb style The girl with the porcelain skin and fantastic eyelashes, Aditi Rao 
Hydari has turned heads ever since she stepped into the limelight. She shares 
her beauty secrets with us

 80 Step-by-step Recreate the intricate cut

 83 Events The social calender: what is happening when and where
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